
ChainX is a community-driven project built on the next generation blockchain framework 
Substrate.

According to Oxford dictionary, “A substrate is a substance or layer that underlies something, 
or on which some process occurs.” So it is used to grow or build something on it.

Substrate is the backbone that powers Polkadot, a next generation, heterogeneous, 
multi-chain network and most of the blockchains in the Polkadot ecosystem are 
built on it.

This inculdes the ChainX blockchain. ChainX is designed to act as Polkadot's 
second layer relay chain to secure and connect parachains, as well as bridge 
assets with each other. 

In fact, ChainX is the world’s largest Bitcoin Layer2 network. It is an application platform for Bitcoin 
creating Ethereum-like functions such as DeFi, stablecoin, DApp and other 
applications.

 It measures users mining power based on the market value of BTC, DOT, ETH, ERC20, EOS and 
other assets that are deposited via an inter-chain bridge.

It is essential to understand the importance of the term “community-driven”. 
This means decisions are not controlled by a small group of people but rather by all the 
holders of ChainX through its governance system. To simplify, 

the governance system means that any and all important 
decisions affecting ChainX are put through a public,
 transparent system 'through its governance which all ChainX 

 token holders can vote on.

Another interesting concept at ChainX is the ability to be able to pitch 
ideas or services in the form of proposals which ChainX can review and evaluate.

Bear in mind that all this is public and viewable by everyone, thus 
adding to the concept of it being “community-driven” and decentralized 

in nature.

Owners of BTC are able to deposit it onto the ChainX network, 
receiving XBTC which has and will always have the exact value of BTC. 

Staking it with ChainX will allow you to start earning $PCX. $PCX is ChainX’s token.



Aside from earning PCX by having XBTC, you can earn interest on your PCX 
tokens by staking on the ChainX DAPP (Decentralized application). 
Staking can be compared to saving money in a bank and receiving 
interest, except that the bank in this case, is ChainX and the interest is MUCH 
HIGHER (aprox 43% p/a).

Staking is like delegation. By delegating your tokens to a node you are able to 
receive this interest. Technically however the token never leaves your wallet and 

can therefor never be stolen or “slashed” (penalized). If you wish to unstake your coins, you simply need to 
“unbound” and after a period of 3 days “redeem” and these coins will become available to trade again.

In addition to all this, ChainX is about to launch a new token called KSX 
which will be a bridge onto the Kusama Network. 
The significance of Kusama is the following:

Kusama is Polkadot's Canary Network. The name canary comes from the 
idea of canaries that were used in coal mines to give warnings to miners by 
detecting carbon monoxide and other toxic gases that could hurt them. Similar to real life mining in the 
past that relied on canaries as an early warning system for lack of oxygen, Kusama, also referred to as 
Polkadot’s canary network, serves as a warning by helping to detect vulnerabilities or weaknesses in the 
Polkadot code base.

The immediate great news now is that all PCX token holders will receive a 1:1 airdrop of the KSX 
token sometime very shortly.

To qualify for this free airdrop of KSX tokens one needs to hold PCX in a private 
wallet. As mentioned, even those who stake technically hold their PCX in their wallet 

and thus qualify. It is important to reiterate to hold your PCX in a wallet and not on an 
exchange to ensure receiving this free airdrop.

A very common saying in the world of crypto is “Not your keys, not your coins” . When you hold your coins 
on an exchange, you do not hold the keys to the exchange wallet and therefore you are not guaranteed to 
receive the airdrop when it happens.

We recommend using the ChainX DAPP wallet to hold all your PCX tokens, especially if you plan on 
staking your PCX.

Website:    https://chainx.org/en/
dApp Website:    https://dapps.chainx.org
Telegram:    https://t.me/chainx_org
Twitter:    https://twitter.com/chainx_org
Medium:    https://chainx-org.medium.com/

How to set up wallet and stake: 
https://chainx-doc.gitbook.io/chainx-user-guide-english/
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